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Abstract

This paper describes a new approach to Internet host mobility. We argue that by separating local and
wide area mobility, the performance of existing mobile host protocols (e.g. Mobile IP) can be
significantly improved. We propose Cellular IP, a new lightweight and robust protocol that is
optimized to support local mobility but efficiently interworks with Mobile IP to provide wide area
mobility support. Cellular IP shows great benefit in comparison to existing host mobility proposals
for environments where mobile hosts migrate frequently, which we argue, will be the rule rather than
the exception as Internet wireless access becomes ubiquitous. Cellular IP maintains distributed cache
for location management and routing purposes. Distributed paging cache coarsely maintains the
position of ‘idle’ mobile hosts in a service area. Cellular IP uses this paging cache to quickly and
efficiently pinpoint ‘idle’ mobile hosts that wish to engage in ‘active’ communications. This approach
is beneficial because it can accommodate a large number of users attached to the network without
overloading the location management system. Distributed routing cache maintains the position of
active mobile hosts in the service area and dynamically refreshes the routing state in response to the
handoff of active mobile hosts. These distributed location management and routing algorithms lend
themselves to a simple and low cost implementation of Internet host mobility requiring no new packet
formats, encapsulations or address space allocation beyond what is present in IP.

1 INTRODUCTION

As computers become smaller and global networking ubiquitous, the demand to provide network access to
mobile users will grow rapidly. Recently, a number of IP frameworks have emerged to offer connectivity to
mobile users [1] [2] [3] [4]. A basic difficulty that these protocols address is that the host address in IP has
dual significance. First, as a unique identifier it should be kept constant regardless of host mobility. Second,
in its role as a location pointer it should change as hosts change location [5]. These are competing require-
ments that mobile host protocols should efficiently resolve. A fundamental problem to solve is therefore the
separation of these two goals while an up-to-date mapping of host identifiers to location information is made
available. Overviews of existing protocol proposals are presented in [5] and [6].

In this paper we address host mobility in an environment where a wireless connection to the Internet is
typical, rather than as it is today, an exception. We therefore assume an environment where highly mobile
hosts often migrate during active data transfer and expect the network to manage these handoffs with mini-
mum disturbance to ongoing data sessions. While people rarely read text or watch video while walking or
driving, they may wish to, however, download files, browse the web, or talk on the Internet phone while on
the move [4]. As small palmtop computers become more affordable, there is a need for cheap and ubiquitous
wireless Internet access to make the vision of global mobile computing a reality. In such a world the popu-
larity of cellular telephony would be out stripped by the use of versatile Internet-enabled palmtops that of-
fered a variety of services and seamlessly migrated without any user intervention. It has been shown in [4]
that in such an environment Mobile IP [7], optimized for macro-level mobility and relatively slow moving
hosts, is no longer an optimal solution. Mobile IP requires that after each migration a location update mes-
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sage be sent to a possibly distant home agent potentially increasing handoff latency and load on the global
Internet. To overcome these limitations, and following on from the work by Caceres [4] on hierarchical mo-
bility management approaches, we assume a mobile networking architecture where local wireless access
networks handle local mobility while a Mobile IP capable Internet provides wide area mobility. In this case
a mobile host’s home agent is only informed when the host moves into a new access network and is unaware
of the hosts mobility within an access network as illustrated in Figure 1. The main advantage of separating
local and wide area mobility is that home agents need not be informed about local mobility within a wireless
access network. We believe that this will become increasingly important as cells become smaller, host mi-
gration frequency faster and user population greater. By handling the majority of handoff control locally we
argue that we can engineer faster handoffs and limit the impact of handoff on active data sessions while
avoiding the exposure of local migration to distant home agents.

Figure  1 Wireless access networks and Mobile IP

A further benefit of a hierarchical architectural approach to mobility arises when many users wish to carry
mobile-capable computers that need to be permanently ‘connected’ to the Internet as they move as is the
norm today in mobile telecommunications. These users will generate frequent location update messages
even when they are not actively transmitting data. Decreasing the cell size will place further demands on the
system as the number of location updates increases relative to generated traffic. To allow for a large number
of hosts to be connected, mobile host protocols need a simple location tracking scheme that imposes neither
traffic nor processing load on the global network as long as the host is idle. We will refer to this important
property as cheap passive connectivity.

In this paper we address these challenges by proposing Cellular IP, a new host mobility protocol that is
optimized for wireless access networks and highly mobile hosts. The primary design goal of Cellular IP is
simplicity: we envision that a Cellular IP wireless access point (base station) can be implemented as a small
and cheap “commodity device”. This makes the solution applicable to indoor systems where a base station
is needed in each office or office floor. On the other hand, Cellular IP can also be implemented on top of
regular IP routers to allow for easy migration from existing installations. Another key design consideration
is scalability. The Cellular IP distributed location management makes it possible to use the same protocol
and the same topology-unaware nodes in small indoor systems, large area networks or even heterogeneous
systems. This allows mobile users to migrate freely and seamlessly between areas with different character-
istics. They can obtain basic connectivity from the local cellular telephony operator’s Cellular IP service
while walking in streets but receive high bandwidth, using the same protocol, as soon as they enter an office
building as envisioned in the case of wireless overlay networks [15]. “Performance transparency” or location
independent service quality identified in [5] as a main requirement for mobile host protocols is not feasible
in a wireless environment. Instead, we define performance scalability, that is the ability to use the same pro-
tocol in distinct environments, always obtaining the locally available level of service. Performance scalabil-
ity also allows network operators to extend their networks when demand increases. This is important because
in wireless systems the aggregate capacity is determined by the density of base stations and can be increased
in exchange for increased equipment cost by installing new base stations.
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Another benefit of Cellular IP is that it is fully compatible with IP. It requires neither new packet format
or encapsulation, nor extra address space. Cellular IP systems use three types of control packets which can
be implemented as a new IP option. This does not assume the updating of regular IP routers because these
packets never leave the wireless access network. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
alternative host mobility approaches and compare our approach to the literature. A wireless access network
model is presented in Section 3. This is followed in Section 4 by a description of the Cellular IP concepts.
In Section 5 and 6 we discuss the design and implementation issues, respectively. Finally, in Section 7 we
offer some concluding remarks.

2 RELATED WORK

A solution that requires mobile hosts to be restarted after migration supports portability and not mobility [5].
The primary design goal for mobile host protocols is therefore to allow for a host to change its point of access
without being reconfigured by the user. This requirement is often referred to as operational transparency [5].
Users may sometimes wish to migrate during data transfer. A change of access point while connectivity is
maintained is typically called a handoff. Another important design goal for mobile host protocols is to sup-
port handoffs without significant disturbance to ongoing data transmission.

It is shown in [6] that many of the proposed mobile host protocols, including the IETF Mobile IP solution
[7] can be viewed as special cases of a “two tier addressing” architecture where a mobile host is logically
associated with two IP addresses; that is, its home address that serves as an unchanged host-identifier and an
address that reflects its current point of attachment to the Internet. This general architecture comprises three
fundamental components. A Location Directory represents a data base, possibly distributed, that contains
the most up-to-date mapping between the two address spaces. The translation of the host identifier to the
actual destination address in each packet is performed by Address Translation Agents and involves the que-
rying of either the Location Directory or a local cache. The final component of the generalized architecture
is the Forwarding Agent that assures that packets arriving at the mobile host have its constant home address
in the destination field.

While these solutions, in particular the IETF Mobile IP solution, meet the goals of operational transpar-
ency and handoff support, they are optimized for slowly moving hosts and become inefficient in the case of
frequent migrations [4]. Mobile IP requires that the mobile host’s home agent be informed whenever the host
moves to a new Foreign Agent. During the update messaging phase, packets will be forwarded to the old
location and will not be delivered hence disturbing active data transmission. Similarly, during route optimi-
zation [8] [9], data transfer is disrupted while the correspondant host obtains a new binding. The effect of
these delays grows with increasing handoff frequency. In addition, the update messages load both the Inter-
net and the home agents even when the mobile host is idle while moving. This load is proportional to the
number of mobile hosts and not to the generated traffic. This may be a problem as host mobility becomes
more ubiquitous and cell sizes smaller.

To overcome the limitations of Mobile IP, a hierarchical mobility management approach is proposed in
[4]. Three levels of mobility are defined, namely local mobility, mobility within an administrative domain
and global mobility. A local mobility management protocol is proposed for the lowest level and Mobile IP
is assumed in the highest global level. Cellular IP differs from this approach in two important aspects. First,
instead of defining hierarchical levels of mobility, Cellular IP provides a framework that can scale operation
from small office systems to large area networks. Building on the wireless overlay networks paradigm [15]
we envision that small and large area Cellular IP networks will typically overlap. In an office building, one
can be covered by the metropolitan area network, the campus network and an indoor system, each using the
same Cellular IP protocol but with different settings of the location management devices (see Section 4).
Second, Cellular IP includes an efficient location management and searching scheme that avoids tracking
the mobility of idle users, thus reducing load on wireless access networks. This feature is needed to provide
cheap passive connectivity that we identified as an important goal for future wireless IP systems.



Loosely tracking the location of idle mobile users and then “zooming in” on them when they are engaged
in active communication (e.g., a conversation) is a technique familiar to cellular telephony. In the Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM), for instance, idle mobiles are located with a granularity of lo-
cation areas and are searched for (i.e., paged) in the location area when an incoming call arrives [10]. By
increasing the size of the location areas, paging traffic can be traded for location update traffic. The optimal
operation point depends on the users’ call and mobility characteristics. Cellular IP builds on this concept and
similar to cellular telephony systems avoids resource consuming location update procedures for idle users.
Unlike voice systems, however, Cellular IP can not rely on a connection establishment phase to search for
mobile hosts. In contrast, location management is based on a lightweight soft-state signalling system that
distinguishes active and idle mobile hosts without introducing the notion of connections.

Such a vision also differentiates our approach from current efforts to provide data service over cellular
telephony networks. The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), for instance, requires that a “logical link
context” be established between the mobile host and the network before data can be sent. As long as this
attachment persists, this virtual “connection” migrates in the network with the mobile host [11]. In addition,
GPRS is implemented on top of a GSM infrastructure which limits its applicability to small scale networks,
especially indoor systems.

Third generation mobile systems, referred to as International Mobile Telecommunications 2000 (IMT-
2000) are expected to offer world wide data services to mobile users [13]. These will be combined ATM/
CDMA systems and will support services ranging from compressed voice to high quality multimedia [14].
Compared to this evolving standard, Cellular IP takes a simplistic approach by offering non-guaranteed da-
tagram delivery and hence is more appropriate for best effort traffic. However, Cellular IP is designed
around the IP paradigm and therefore can evolve to accomodate future IP quality of service schemes, e.g.,
differentiated services [16].

Recently, IP multicasting techniques have been proposed to solve location-independent addressing [12].
While Cellular IP is similar to those techniques in using a time-variant tree of paths to reach the mobile host,
the multicasting-based solution requires that the location of even idle mobile hosts be continuously tracked
by the network. This, however, does not meet the requirement for cheap passive connectivity. In addition,
like most mobile host protocols [1] [2] [4], it requires that an enhanced IP router be integrated in each base
station which is an expensive device in comparison to what we envision as a Cellular IP base station.

3 NETWORK MODEL

A wireless access network primarily consists of base stations interconnected by wired links as illustrated in
Figure 2. Apart from the base stations, the network can contain nodes that have no radio device but serve as
traffic concentrators or support mobility management functions. In Figure 2, all nodes with the exception of
node E have radio devices.

Wireless access networks are connected to the global Internet by routers, called gateway routers. This
router is also the best location for the home agent if the access network is the home network for some mobile
hosts and it can serve as foreign agent for visiting hosts. We assume that in the global Internet, Mobile IP
supports host mobility with a granularity of wireless access networks. Upon entering an access network
(step 1 in Figure 2), the mobile host (X) registers with its home agent (step 2) which will forward packets
addressed to the host to the access network (step 3). As long as the host is connected to the same access net-
work, mobility is hidden from the home agent. Mobility between access networks occurs at a slower time
scale, hence allowing Mobile IP to optimize for infrequent migrations.



Figure  2 Wireless access network model

In what follows, we identify some key requirements for wireless access networks. Within the access net-
work’s service area, mobile hosts have no home location or dedicated point of attachment. Base stations pe-
riodically emit beacon signals to allow for hosts to identify an available base station. Visiting mobile hosts
are treated the same as “home subscribers” as long as they are attached to the network. When a host connects
or leaves the access network, it must inform its home agent as required by Mobile IP. In addition, the access
network may require a registration and authentication procedure. To facilitate global migration, the access
network specific registration must be simple and fast. Although for global reachability, the host must obtain
a local care-of address, it is advantageous in terms of operational transparency if inside the access network,
it is identified by its home IP address.

In an environment where users carry their wireless-enabled computers switched on most of the time, an-
other important requirement is to allow for the maximum possible number of users in a given wireless access
network. While traffic generated by mobile users will be limited by the network elements’ capacity, idle us-
ers, by the mere fact of being reachable should impose little load. As mentioned in the Introduction, we refer
to this requirement as “cheap passive connectivity”.

Wireless cells may overlap facilitating seamless handoff support. In this case, the wireless access net-
work protocol can support soft handoff, meaning that if the host changes cell without becoming temporarily
unreachable, packets continue to be delivered with little disturbance. This is achieved by temporarily allow-
ing simultaneous transmission to/from both base stations. However, if this is not possible because cells do
not overlap, the protocol should still operate efficiently.

Because cells may cover small areas (e.g., rooms or sections of a highway), the wireless access network
should perform well in the presence of very frequent migrations. Tracking mobile host movement with a
granularity of cells requires that a control message be sent after every migration to a location data base and
be processed there which becomes inefficient at high migration frequencies. However, letting the hosts roam
in the service area untracked, and searching for them only when there is data to deliver is inefficient and
unscalable. An efficient location management scheme is required that maintains location information of idle
mobile hosts without overloading the network with location update messages. Location management should
also incorporate a quick and efficient searching algorithm used when there is data to be routed to idle hosts.
As the migration frequency may vary in networks, the location management scheme should be adaptable to
local characteristics. In particular, in environments of low migration frequency, more accurate location in-
formation should be maintained for idle mobiles. In contrast, systems of high migration frequency may need
to rely heavily on searching on-demand to limit the load imposed by location update messaging.
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To allow for cheap end-user devices, a wireless access network should assume little complexity in mobile
hosts. Ideally, a mobile host is memoryless in the sense that it keeps performing the same elementary actions
to stay connected whenever it is within reach of a base station and remains idle otherwise. No special actions
should be required at a handoff, or after a temporary radio channel black-out.

In summary, five key requirements of wireless access networks motivate the design of the Cellular IP
protocol:

1. easy global migration;

2. cheap passive connectivity;

3. flexible handoff support;

4. efficient location management; and

5. simple memoryless mobile host behaviour.

4 CELLULAR IP

In addition to the requirements discussed in Section 3, the primary design objective of Cellular IP is to pro-
vide maximum scalability and robustness with minimal complexity. A Cellular IP network is fully distrib-
uted where

• nodes are unaware of the network topology;

• no centralized data bases or other single points of failure exist; and

• no element in the network must increase in complexity as the coverage area (and hence the potential
number of connected hosts) increases.

4.1 Paging and Routing Mappings
For simplicity and scalability, in a Cellular IP network none of the nodes know the exact location of a mobile
host. Packets addressed to a mobile host are routed to its current base station on a hop-by-hop basis where
each node only needs to know on which of its outgoing ports to forward packets. This limited routing infor-
mation is local to the host and does not assume that nodes have any knowledge of the wireless access net-
work’s topology. We refer to these information elements as mappings because they map mobile host
identifiers (IP addresses) to node ports. Mappings are created by packets transmitted by mobile hosts. These
packets travel in the access network toward the gateway router, routed on a hop-by-hop basis. By monitoring
these packets and by mapping sender address to incoming port, nodes of the access network create a hop-
by-hop reverse path for future packets addressed to the given host.

In order to minimize control messaging, mappings are not cleared in an explicit way after handoff. Rath-
er, they are assigned timers to clear outdated mappings. This implies that to maintain its path of mappings,
a mobile host must periodically transmit dummy packets when it has no real data to send. The combination
of periodic transmitted packets and timed-out mappings ensure that as a mobile host roams in a service area,
an up-to-date path of mappings will always exist between the gateway and the mobile host’s base station.
This scheme also results in easy migration between access networks because nodes need no advance infor-
mation on a mobile host to create mappings and need not be informed when the host leaves the area.

Relying on timers, however, gives rise to the following trade-off. After a host performs a handoff, its path
to the “old” base station will remain valid until the mappings are cleared. If in this period packets are routed
to the host, they are delivered not only at its current base station but also to the old base station. This results
in a waste of resources that can be minimized by selecting a small timeout interval. On the other hand, idle
mobile hosts need to transmit dummy packets with a period comparable to the mapping timeout which may



result in a significant load in the network. This can be particularly costly on scarce radio resources when the
timeout interval is too small.

To overcome this problem, we first observe that the system has two characteristic time scales. To mini-
mize resource waste due to unused but not-yet cleared mappings, the timeout should be in the order of the
packet time scale. For a reasonable periodicity of dummy packets, on the other hand, it should operate at the
host mobility time scale which may be orders of magnitude higher than the packet time scale.

Cellular IP solves this problem by using two parallel structures of mappings. Nodes maintain one set of
mappings, called Paging Caches (PC), for idle mobile hosts. These mappings have a timeout interval com-
parable to the migration frequency, possibly in the order of seconds or minutes. Independent of Paging Cach-
es, nodes maintain another set of mappings called Routing Caches (RC). These mappings are only
maintained for mobile hosts currently receiving or expecting to receive data. For Routing Cache mappings
the timeout can be in the packet time scale. Hence one can view PCs as a coarse location information data
base for idle mobile hosts that zooms in on active hosts through the creation of RC mappings.

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship of PCs and RCs. While idle, the mobile host X keeps PCs up-to-date
by transmitting dummy packets at a low frequency (step 1 in Figure 3). PCs have a relatively long timeout,
hence they follow the roaming mobile host somewhat coarsely. When there are data packets to be routed to
the mobile host, the PC mappings are used to find the host (step 2). As long as data packets keep arriving,
the host maintains RC mappings, either by its outgoing data packets or through the transmission of dummy
packets (step 3). Data packets addressed to the host are routed by RCs (step 4) that unlike PCs track the host
closely.

Figure  3 Paging and Routing

The separation of paging and routing has a further advantage. A wireless access network can have a large
number of mobile hosts attached to it at a time, only a small percentage of which are receiving data packets.
In this case, Paging Cache will contain a large number of hosts mappings at any time, making it a consider-
ably larger data base than Routing Cache. As PCs are only used to search for mobile hosts, and not to route
high bit rate data, the network operator can choose to place PCs in only a small number of well positioned
nodes and let other nodes broadcast search messages. By creating more PCs, the location information can be
made more precise thus reducing the size of the searched area. This design feature gives network operators
the freedom to tune location management according to the network and mobility characteristics. We will dis-
cuss this issue in Section 6.

4.2 Paging
Idle mobile hosts periodically generate short control packets, called paging-update packets sending them to
the nearest available base station. The paging-update packets travel in the access network toward the gate-
way router (GW), routed on a hop-by-hop basis, as illustrated in Figure 4. Nodes equipped with Paging
Cache monitor passing paging-update packets and maintain the cache that maps mobile host identifiers (see
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Section 5.1 on mobile addressing) to the port through which the paging-update packet arrived. The gateway
router discards paging-update packets isolating Cellular IP specific operations from the Internet.

As illustrated in Figure 4, a mobile host X is currently in the cell of node G. Paging-update packets gen-
erated by the host travel toward the GW through nodes G, E, C and A. In this example network, nodes A
and E contain PCs, but node C does not. Hence C simply forwards the paging-update packets toward the
GW without registering location information about host X. Node A notes that the packets from X arrived via
the port toward C, while E notes that they arrived via the port toward G.

Figure  4 Paging-update packets create mappings in PCs

As the idle host moves, it keeps sending its paging-update packets to the nearest base station, forcing Pag-
ing Caches to have up-to-date mappings. Outdated mappings are cleared after a system-specific timeout. If,
for instance, host X moves to cell F, its paging-update packets will now be sent to F as is illustrated in Figure
5. While node A will not notice a difference, in node E a new mapping for X will be created and after a while
the old mapping will be timed out and cleared. For a short time the two mappings coexist guaranteeing that
the host always remains reachable during migration.

Figure  5 PCs updated for a moving host

When IP packets arrive at the gateway router, addressed to a mobile host for which no up-to-date routing
information is available, the Paging Caches are used to find the host. The gateway queues the arrived IP
packets and generates a control packet, called a paging packet, that contains the identifier of the mobile host
being searched for. The paging packet is routed in the access network by Paging Caches that simply reverse
the route taken by recent paging-update packets. If all nodes have Paging Caches, a full hop-by-hop route is
available to the host’s current location. If some nodes do not have PC, then they will forward the paging
packet to all outgoing ports.
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Continuing our example, in Figure 6 to route paging packets A checks its cache and finds that paging-
update packets from X have recently arrived via the port toward node C. Hence A forwards the paging pack-
et to C which in turn has no information about the host and forwards the packet to both possible directions.
The paging packet sent to D is discarded because D knows that the host is not in its cell. The one sent to E,
on the other hand, causes E to check its cache and find that X has been sending packets through F; therefore
E forwards the paging packet to F and on to X.

Figure  6 Paging packets are routed to the mobile host by PCs

Upon receiving the paging packet, the mobile host creates a control packet called a route-update packet
and sends it to its base station (F). Similar to paging-update packets, route-update packets travel to the GW
routed on a hop-by-hop basis, and create mappings for the sending mobile host in Routing Caches on the
way. When the route-update packets reach the GW router, all RCs on the way are configured and data pack-
et(s) queued in the GW can be delivered to the mobile host. This searching process delays the delivery of
the first data packet(s) but once the path is established, following packets use it without repeated searching.
However, if at any time during data transfer the host becomes temporarily unreachable and RCs time out,
the next incoming data packets will automatically generate a new paging process. Hence such temporary ra-
dio channel black-outs need no interaction from the mobile host and result only in an extra paging delay in
the communication.

4.3 Routing
Data packets transmitted by the mobile host are routed to the GW on a hop-by-hop basis. Nodes that contain
Routing Cache monitor these passing data packets and use them to create a mapping of host identifiers to
port numbers. Packets addressed to the mobile host are routed along the reverse path, hop-by-hop, by these
Routing Caches and are broadcast where no routing information is available.

Table 1: Comparison of Paging and Routing

Paging Cache (PC) Routing Cache (RC)

driven by all mobile-originated packets (data,
route-update, paging-update)

mobile originated data and route-
update packets

scope both idle and active mobile hosts active mobile hosts only

purpose route paging packets route mobile-addressed data packets

time scale mobility packet
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The structure and basic operation of routing is much the same as that of paging. To clarify the duality
between the two, we summarize the operation of PCs and RCs in Table 1. It may be worth noting once again
that the two functions are separated because of the two intrinsic time scales characteristic to mobile systems.
Routing deals with active hosts only (i.e. hosts receiving or transmitting data) and it is updated at a packet
time scale. This allows Paging Caches to operate at a mobility time scale and hence avoid very frequent pag-
ing-updates by idle hosts.

The mobile host may keep receiving data packets without sending data for some time. To keep RCs con-
figured and to avoid repeated paging, mobile hosts expecting data (when, for instance, a TCP connection is
open) but having no packets to transmit must keep transmitting route-update packets periodically. Like data
packets, route-update packets configure Routing Caches and ensure that the hop-by-hop route from the GW
toward the mobile host remains up-to-date. We note that for reliability purposes, PCs do not stop tracking
hosts while they are active. However, active hosts need not send paging-update packets because PCs are also
configured by route-update and mobile-originated data packets.

4.4 Handoff
The mechanisms described above ensure that handoff, that is a migration during an ongoing data transfer, is
handled automatically. Handoff in Cellular IP is always initiated by the mobile host. As the host approaches
a new base station, it redirects its data packets from the old to the new base station. The first of these redi-
rected packets will automatically configure a new path of RC mappings for the host, this time to the new
base station. For a time equal to the timeout of RC mappings, packets addressed to the mobile host will be
delivered at both the old and new base stations. This guarantees that if the host’s radio device is capable of
listening to two logical channels, the handoff will be soft. If the host can not listen to both base stations at
the same time then the performance of hard handoff will depend on the radio device. After a while, the path
to the old base station will time out and clear, while packets will continue to be delivered to the host at its
current location via the new base station.

Figure 7 illustrates a handoff scenario. The mobile host X is moving from cell F to D while it is sending
and receiving data packets. Assuming that all nodes have Routing Caches, before the move, the RC map-
pings are as indicated in the flags. After the migration, the mobile-originated data packets, indicated by solid
arrows, cause the cache in node C to create a new mapping. For some time, packets addressed to X are de-
livered both to D and to F (shown as dotted arrows). After the RC timeout, the old mapping to E is cleared,
as is the mapping to F in E. From then on, only the up-to-date route is used. The cache in A is unchanged
during the whole process.

Figure  7 Handoff
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This handoff process is simple, transparent and automatic. In nodes where the old and new paths take the
same route, the old mappings are automatically reused rendering the search for an optimal cross-over point
unnecessary in Cellular IP. In addition, if the old and new cells overlap, there is little interruption or distur-
bance in communications. If at handoff the mobile host remains temporarily out of radio contact while mov-
ing between two cells, the upper layers (e.g., TCP) may notice a delay and some packets maybe lost, but
communication is resumed as soon as the host appears in the new cell. We note that this also applies to hosts
becoming temporarily unreachable due to reasons other than handoff. If a host reappears before the RC time-
out, service continues without any further delay. If RCs have timed out, they are reconfigured by the first
packets transmitted by the host which does not even have to know about the disruption or notice whether it
reappeared in the same or in another cell.

In the description of the handoff process, we implicitly assumed that the mobile host always has data
packets to send. If this is not the case when the handoff occurs, the host would send route-update packets as
soon as it arrives to the new cell to configure the new route. As route-update packets have the same effect
as data packets, the handoff mechanism is the same in this case. Of course, if the host continues to have no
data to send, it will keep sending route-update packets at its new location to maintain the route.

While this process would normally result in smooth handoff, in some cases (e.g. in indoor systems) hand-
offs can occur quickly or the mobile host, being on the border of two cells, can flip-flop between two base
stations. To ensure continuous communication in these situations, the mobile host maintains a RC route to
both base stations by sending its data packets to one and sending, in parallel, route-update packets to the oth-
er base station. In this case, the network is prepared for the handoff, and data transmission will be continuous
if the host suddenly becomes unreachable by one of the base stations. We note that the same method can be
used for idle mobile hosts to ensure reachability: instead of sending paging-update packets to just one base
station, the host can send them to two or more base stations in parallel. Cellular IP can use these strategies
to enhance reachability and handoff quality in exchange for network efficiency.

5 PROTOCOL DESIGN ISSUES

In the previous sections we described the Cellular IP concept and its functions of paging, routing and hand-
off. In the following, we discuss some algorithmic details of Cellular IP.

5.1 Addressing and Migration
As mobile host addresses have no location significance inside a Cellular IP network, any space of unique
host identifiers can be used. The use of the home IP addresses is a simple solution and it has the advantage
that IP packets can be used in the access network unchanged. Neither encapsulation, nor address conversion
is needed in a Cellular IP network. In addition, the use of IP addresses as mobile host identifiers makes mi-
gration between access networks surprisingly simple. A mobile host entering a Cellular IP network simply
has to communicate the local GW’s address to its home agent as care-of-address.1 The home agent will tun-
nel its packets to the GW, which will “detunnel” and forward them to the Cellular IP network. Paging and
Routing Caches need no advance information to start creating mappings for the newly attached host, nor do
they need to be informed when a mobile leaves the access network.

5.2 Control Packet Types
The three types of control packets (paging-update, route-update and paging) used by Cellular IP can be reg-
ular IP packets. All three types contain a single information element only: the mobile host’s identifier. As
this is indicated in the source or destination field of the packet (for paging-update/route-update and paging

1. The GW’s IP address can be included in the base station’s beacon signal. It then also serves to identify the
wireless access network when the host is covered by several overlapping access networks.



packets, respectively), the payload can remain empty. The control packets can be implemented by a new IP
option that need not be understood by regular routers since these packets never leave the access network.

5.3 Node Configuration
In a Cellular IP network, none of the nodes needs a network-level view or topology information of the sys-
tem, nor do they need to know their position in the network. Nodes do not have to be configured: Cellular
IP is a plug-and-play solution which also allows for easy recovery after a node failure. However, a limited
amount of routing information must be available at each node. A node must know which of its ports to use
to route packets toward the GW. A simple way to maintain this information is to let the GW periodically
broadcast a beacon message and let nodes record the port they last received the beacon through. In the de-
scription of the algorithms, this port will be referred to as the “uplink-port”. In addition, the node must know
which of its ports are connected to a uplink-port of another node.1 These ports will be called “downlink-
ports”. It is important that the routing information stored in nodes be consistent in the sense that a route, free
of loops, always exists from any node to the GW.

While frequent modifications of these routes can degrade network performance, rerouting after a failure
or congestion does not jeopardize performance and can be used to guarantee fault tolerance when Cellular
IP operates over a meshed network.

5.4 Node Algorithms
Nodes that have neither PCs, nor RCs simply forward all packets arrived through a downlink-port to their
uplink-port and forward all packets arrived through the uplink-port to all their downlink-ports. A node with
a PC must monitor all packets arriving from its downlink-ports. Apart from forwarding them to the uplink-
port, it reads the source address and uses it to update the PC, as follows. If there is a mapping for the sending
mobile host to the port through which the packet arrived, the timer for this mapping is reset. If this mapping
does not exist, it is created and the timer is initiated. When a paging packet arrives through the uplink-port,
the PC is checked. If valid mapping(s) exist(s) for the destination, the packet is forwarded to the mapped
port(s). If there is no mapping, the packet is discarded.

The operation of a RC node differs from this in two aspects. First, as discussed in Section 4.3, paging-
update packets do not update the RC. Second, instead of paging packets, the RC routes data packets arriving
from the uplink-port.

A node can, of course, have a PC and an RC at the same time in which case it runs both algorithms. Nodes
without PC forward all paging packets to all downlink-ports and nodes without RC forward all data packets
arriving through the uplink-port to all downlink-ports. We outline the algorithms that run on nodes using
pseudo-code in the Appendix.

5.5 Mobile Host Algorithm
Mobile hosts can be modelled as a simple two-state state machine as illustrated in Figure 8. It is important
to note that though the names of the two states may suggest that they refer to whether or not the host is trans-
mitting data, they are more related to incoming data. The host should be in “active” state when it expects
incoming data and in “idle” state otherwise. In most cases data will be expected when there are also data or
acknowledment packets to transmit which justifies the names of the two states.

In idle state, the host sends paging-update packets to the base station having the best signal quality with
a system-specific constant inter-arrival time. Depending on the implementation, to ensure safe reachability,
it can send paging-update packets to several base stations within reach. Regardless of the sending period, a
paging-update packet should be sent to the new base station immediately after moving into a new cell.

1. This information is needed to avoid loops when mobile-addressed packets are broadcast.



Figure  8 Mobile host state machine

The host moves to the “active” state if a paging packet arrives or a TCP connection is initiated or there
is other reason to expect data. These reasons can be application specific and it is probably useful to let ap-
plications trigger the wireless interface to move to this state. However, this is not indispensable, and failure
to move to the “active” state results in no other consequence, than an extra paging delay when the first data
packets arrive addressed to the mobile host.

Once in “active” state, the mobile sends route-update packets periodically, with a system specific con-
stant inter-arrival time that is likely to differ from the inter-arrival time of paging-update packets. (See Sec-
tion 6.1 on timers.) Again, depending on the implementation, the host may be allowed to send route-update
packets to more than one base stations in parallel, and it should in every case send one to the new base station
immediately after a handoff. When the host has data packet to send, the sending of route-update packets is
suspended.

The host can return to idle state if there are no open connections and there is no other reason to expect
data. It is probably an efficient solution to assign a timer to the “active” state and return to idle state when
the timer elapses without incoming data.

6 PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Cellular IP defines a general framework that gives large freedom to a network operator to adjust the system
to meet local characteristics. We are currently implementing the first experimental Cellular IP network that
will serve as a testbed for studies on system performance and on its dependence on system settings.

6.1 Timers
Timers play an important role in Cellular IP efficiency. While the accuracy of timers is not crucial and hence
synchronization can be omitted, the values of PC and RC timeouts, and the repetition rates of paging-update
and route-update packets must be carefully selected for high performance. For both timeouts, a higher value
results in less frequent control messages, but it extends the validity of unused paths.

If after migration the host always sends an extra paging-update packet to the new base station then the
frequency of paging-update packets can be low without jeopardizing reachability. It is then ideal to set this
frequency approximately equal to the migration frequency. To maintain the PC mapping even if some con-
secutive paging-update packets get lost, the PC timeout should be a few paging-update packets’ time. With
this setting, the load imposed by paging-update packets will be comparable to what explicit migration sig-
nalling would impose, while a mobile will usually be paged in just a few cells. The paging-update packet
rate is hence the primary means of tuning Cellular IP mobility management according to a system’s cell size
and average user speed.

The performance is also sensitive to the RC timeout. This should be set so that a mobile in soft handoff
receives a few consecutive packets from both base stations to ensure seamless handoff. A longer RC timeout
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should be avoided to avoid waste of resources. The route-update packet repetition rate should be such that a
few route-update packets arrive during a RC timeout to maintain the mappings even if some route-update
packets get lost. It is worth noting that in most communication sessions there will also be data packets or
acknowledgments transmitted by the mobile host, hence route-update packets will not always be needed.

6.2 Caches
Another way to tune the network to local characteristics is its populating with Paging and Routing Caches.
While the protocol supports nodes without RC, it is likely that for efficient utilization of the network’s re-
sources, each node will have a RC. PCs, which are considerably larger data bases, may be put in a few se-
lected nodes only. Since nodes without PC simply broadcast paging packets, the paging process remains
operational even with few PCs. More PCs result in less paging load in exchange for increased hardware cost.

The operator will typically place PCs in nodes with many leaf ports and in those that interconnect large
disjoint areas of the network. Because the amount of routing is proportional to the number of data sessions
and not to the aggregate traffic, adjusting the density of PCs is the way to tune the network to traffic charac-
teristics. A larger number of PCs should be created if traffic mainly consists of frequent short bursts and less
if long continuous data transmissions are dominant. The GW, however, should always contain a PC to avoid
queueing packets for and paging hosts that are currently not attached to this access network.

Though in the description of the protocol this was not highlighted, it is possible to have nodes that have
PCs for some of their downlink-ports but not for all. This may especially make sense in the case of base sta-
tions that should have a PC for their air interface ports, while their position in the network may not always
justify configuring a PC. These nodes will behave as PC nodes for the ports they maintain a cache for, but
appear as non-PC nodes for other leaf ports.

6.3 Paging
Depending on the network size, the time to page a mobile host may sometimes be long. Further studies are
needed to see whether this delay is acceptable for most IP applications. If the paging delay is too high, it is
possible to use the first data packet(s) as paging packets instead of queueing them in the GW and generating
small paging packets. This solution also simplifies the GW implementations, though it results in a higher
load in the network because data packets are larger than paging packets. More sophisticated implementations
may choose between the two solutions depending on the size and payload type of packets.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed some limitations of existing mobile host protocols (e.g., Mobile IP), which
become inefficient in wireless environments where hosts are highly mobile. We have presented a detailed
discussion of a new protocol called Cellular IP which addresses these technical barriers. The Cellular IP ar-
chitecture relies on the separation of local mobility from wide area mobility. We argued that while Mobile
IP can efficiently support wide area mobility in the global Internet backbone, local mobility imposes special
requirements not taken into account in the design and deployment of Mobile IP. We identified a set of key
requirements, namely easy global migration, cheap passive connectivity, flexible handoff support, efficient
location management and simple memoryless mobile hosts as motivating factors in our design. Cellular IP
is optimized for wireless access networks and has been designed to satisfy these key requirements. Two fur-
ther advantages of the protocol are its simplicity and robustness. A Cellular IP network scales well, using
the same simple low-cost nodes for small indoor systems to metropolitan or large rural areas. The simplicity
of a Cellular IP node and the capability of smooth interworking with Mobile IP eases the introduction of
Cellular IP making it backward compatible, while the network can be easily extended in an incremental way.
We are currently implementing the first experimental Cellular IP network that will serve as a testbed for per-
formance studies. Results of these studies will be the subject of a future publication.
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APPENDIX

 Packet in from uplink-port

mobile-id   <- identifier of destination mobile host

packet-type <- data/paging

IF (packet-type is data AND node has RC AND mobile-id has RC mapping) THEN
forward packet to mapped ports END IF



IF (packet-type is data AND node has RC AND mobile-id has no RC mapping) THEN

IF (node is GW) THEN queue packet, create and send paging packet for mobile-
id ELSE discard packet END IF

END IF

IF (packet-type is data AND node has no RC) THEN forward packet to all downlink-
ports END IF

IF (packet-type is paging AND node has PC) THEN forward packet to mapped ports,
discard if none END IF

IF (packet-type is paging AND node has no PC) THEN forward packet to all
downlink-ports END IF

STOP

 Packet in from downlink-port

mobile-id <- identifier of sending mobile host

port-id <- identifier of the downlink-port the packet came through

packet-type <- data/paging-update/route-update

IF (node has PC AND mobile-id has PC mapping to port-id) THEN reset timer of
this mapping to PC-timeout END IF

IF (node has PC AND mobile-id has no PC mapping to port-id) THEN create mapping
and set its timer to PC-timeout END IF

IF (packet-type is data or route-update) THEN

IF (node has RC AND mobile-id has RC mapping to port-id) THEN reset timer of
this mapping to RC-timeout END IF

IF (node has RC AND mobile-id has no RC mapping to port-id) THEN create
mapping and set its timer to RC-timeout END IF

IF (node is GW AND there are data packets queued with destination=mobile-
id) THEN dequeue these packets, forward them to port-id END IF

END IF (node has RC)

END IF (packet-type is data or route-update)

IF (node is not GW OR packet-type is data) THEN forward packet to uplink-port
END IF

STOP


